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Studying the response of materials to strain can elucidate subtle properties of electronic structure in strongly
correlated materials. So far, mostly the relation between strain and resistivity, the so called elastoresistivity,
has been investigated. The elastocaloric effect is a second rank tensor quantity describing the relation between
entropy and strain. In contrast to the elastoresistivity, the elastocaloric effect is a thermodynamic quantity.
Experimentally, elastocaloric effect measurements are demanding since the thermodynamic conditions during
the measurement have to be well controlled. Here we present a technique to measure the elastocaloric effect
under quasi adiabatic conditions. The technique is based on oscillating strain, which allows for increasing
the frequency of the elastocaloric effect above the thermal relaxation rate of the sample. We apply the
technique to Co-doped iron pnictide superconductors and show that the thermodynamic signatures of second
order phase transitions in the elastocaloric effect closely follow those observed in calorimetry experiments. In
contrast to the heat capacity, the electronic signatures in the elastocaloric effect are measured against a small
phononic background even at high temperatures, establishing this technique as a powerful complimentary
tool for extracting the entropy landscape proximate to a continuous phase transition.
I. INTRODUCTION
The elastocaloric effect (ECE) is described by a second-
rank tensor that relates the deformation of a material
to the resulting change in its temperature under adia-
batic conditions. Whilst the ECE has been studied ex-
tensively in the context of refrigeration (typically uti-
lizing first-order martensitic phase transformations1–3 to
induce cooling), it has been overlooked in the study of
quantum materials and their associated phase transi-
tions. It has recently been demonstrated in a range of
topical materials that strains are a powerful tool through
which to probe and tune novel quantum phases4–7. Here
we propose the ECE as a sensitive probe of the strain-
derivatives of the entropy landscape, focusing in particu-
lar on second-order phase transitions, and demonstrate a
quasi-adiabatic technique through which to measure the
elastocaloric response to an oscillating uniaxial stress.
Using the electronic-nematic and magnetic phase tran-
sitions in Ba(Fe1−xCox)2As2 as a test case, we demon-
strate that the ECE is uniquely sensitive to second order
phase transitions among thermal probes.
To date, ECE measurements8 have been performed by
quickly ramping the applied force to a material and mea-
suring the temperature response within timescales cor-
responding to a quasi adiabatic condition. These exper-
iments require high accuracy measurements of rapidly
changing signals. The second, indirect approach applied
a)email: matikeda@stanford.edu
in literature is to iso-thermally measure the elastocaloric
entropy change by carefully determining the stress-strain
relation of a given material2. Here we discuss a new, al-
ternative approach in which direct ECE measurements
are performed under oscillating uniaxial stress. We show
that this technique allows for (i) controlling the adia-
batic condition by choosing the appropriate stress fre-
quency and (ii) achieving a large signal-to-noise ratio
by capitalizing on standard phase sensitive lock-in tech-
niques. When comparing to AC calorimetry9–11, the
most striking advantage of the technique discussed here is
the fact that for the ECE, electronic signatures are mea-
sured against a small contribution from lattice degrees
of freedom12 even at high temperatures. In addition,
we note that the ECE is an intensive quantity, whereas
the heat capacity is extensive. Elastocaloric effect mea-
surements can thus operate in a wide frequency regime,
only limited by the time constant of thermalization of
the thermometer or the experimentally achievable stress
frequencies.
Applying (uniaxial) stress to a material under adia-
batic conditions
dS =
(
∂S
∂T
)
σ
dT +
(
∂S
∂σij
)
T,σ1
dσij = 0, (1)
and noting that (∂S/∂T )σ = Cσ/T and (∂S/∂σij)T,σ1
equals the thermal expansion coefficient αij (σ
1 indicates
that all stress components are kept constant except for
one), an elastocaloric temperature change
dT = − T
Cσ
αijdσij = −
T
Cσ
αijcijkldǫkl (2)
2is expected in response to the applied stress. Here, T
is the sample temperature, cijkl are the components of
the elastic stiffness, and ǫkl the components of the strain
tensor. Cσ and αij are the heat capacity and the thermal
expansion components, respectively. Both properties as-
sume all components of the stress tensor σ to be constant.
Summation over equal indices is assumed.
In the vicinity of second order phase transitions the
elastocaloric coefficients (dT/dεxx)S
13 are related to the
critical contribution of the heat capacity C
(c)
σ via
dT
dεxx
=
C
(c)
σ
Cσ
dTc
dεxx
+
dT (nc)
dεxx
, (3)
where dTc/dεxx describes the strain dependence of the
transition temperature Tc, and dT
(nc)/dεxx a (typically
small and weakly temperature dependent) contribution
from non critical degrees of freedom. Note that the to-
tal derivative with respect to εxx captures that uniaxial
stress σxx typically (for Poisson ratios ν = −εrmyy/εrmxx
and ν′ − εrmzz/εrmxx not equal to zero) causes strains
εxx, εyy, and εzz (see Appendix C).
A detailed derivation of equation 3 is presented in Ap-
pendix C. Physical intuition can be gained by consider-
ing the entropy of the sample as a function of temper-
ature and strain. Figure 1(a) sketches the entropy land-
scape of a material undergoing a continuous phase tran-
sition at a temperature Tc(εxx) (where for purposes of il-
lustration we assume that Tc = 100− 520εxx− 28300ε2xx,
which is the strain dependence of the nematic transition
observed6 for a material very similar to the sample stud-
ied below). The phase transition line is shown on the en-
tropy surface as well as in the temperature-strain plane
as a solid red line. The strain dependence of the non-
critical degrees of freedom (e.g. the dependence of the
sound velocity on strain etc.) are typically very small
and are neglected in Fig. 1(a). We now consider two
distinct scenarios; (i) isothermal (slow strain changes)
and (ii) isentropic (rapid) changes with strain. The blue
and the green lines on the entropy surface mark the en-
tropy at constant strains as a function of temperature
for different offset strains εxx = 0, and εxx = 0.005, re-
spectively. Figure 1(b) shows the derivative of these two
lines with respect to temperature which corresponds to
the heat capacity at constant strain divided by temper-
ature. Note that the difference of the heat capacity at
constant strain and stress (see Appendix C, Eqn.C10)
is small for solids at moderately low temperatures and
is neglected in the discussion presented here. As men-
tioned above, the background contribution is unchanged
for both lines. The critical contribution on the other
hand moves to lower temperatures under tensile strain
which, if the sample is held at a constant temperature
T sample, increases the entropy [area colored in green in
Fig. 1(b)]. If the strain changes are done fast compared
to the time scale of thermalization of the sample and its
surrounding τi, the isentropic scenario (ii) has to be con-
sidered. In this case, the total entropy change dS is equal
to zero and thus the sample temperature will follow the
critical temperature to compensate the strain related en-
tropy change. Considering only small changes of strain
dε, the entropy balance can be written as:
dS =
C
(c)
σ
T
dTc
dε
dε− Cσ
T
dT = 0. (4)
Here, the first term describes the entropy gained from
shifting the critical contribution C
(c)
σ /T to lower tem-
peratures and the second term accounts for the balanc-
ing contribution due to lowering of the sample tempera-
ture. Rearranging this expression, and having negelcted
the strain dependence of the non critical degrees of free-
dom, we arrive at Eq. 3. A more rigorous thermodynamic
derivation is discussed in Appendix C.
We measure this effect by slowly sweeping tempera-
ture while applying fast AC strain (optionally on top
of a DC strain offset). The black arrows drawn onto
the entropy landscape and the grey arrows in the T -εxx-
plane (Fig. 1(a)) sketch AC strain, probe the derivative
dS/dεxx. In the vicinity of the critical temperature this
quantity is strongly enhanced due to the critical contri-
bution to the entropy. This causes elastocaloric tem-
perature oscillations which cause the grey arrows in the
T -εxx-plane to tilt with respect to the εxx-axis. The mag-
nitude of this effect as a function of temperature is shown
in Figure 1(c) for two different DC offset strains εxx = 0,
and εxx = 0.005. As stated in Eq. 3 the elastocaloric
temperature oscillation is proportional to C
(c)
σ /Cσ multi-
plied by dTc/dεxx (which is larger for εxx = 0.005 in our
specific illustration), and is typically measured against
a small background [dT (nc)/dεxx is small in comparison
to (C
(c)
σ /Cσ) · (dTc/dεxx)]. This is the specific advantage
that ECE measurements provide over standard calorime-
try in terms of determining the critical contribution to
the entropy of the system. Generally, the mechanism
discussed here should be expected for any second order
phase transition tunable by strain.
The key experimental challenge in performing thermal
measurements under strain is that in order to apply the
strain the sample must be in good mechanical contact
with the strain apparatus, and hence also good thermal
contact. The adiabatic condition cannot therefore be ful-
filled to any reasonable approximation, and so a quasi-
adiabatic approach is more appropriate. By applying an
oscillating strain with a frequency greater than the in-
verse relaxation time τ−1i (that defines the time scale of
the heat exchange of the sample and its surrounding) the
temperature oscillation in the sample approaches its ab-
solute value in the region of the sample that is well spaced
(as characterized by the thermal length) from the me-
chanical connections. As such, following an introduction
to the experimental setup, we discuss in detail the appro-
priate models through which to understand the frequency
response of the sample and sensor which is essential in
producing good measurements. It is demonstrated that
the quasi-adiabatic condition can be fulfilled over a broad
3εxx
(a) entropy landscape near phase transition
isothermal entropy change
isentropic temperature change(c)
(b)
FIG. 1. (a) Sketch showing the entropy landscape for a mate-
rial undergoing a continuous phase transition (with an upper
critical dimension larger than the dimension of the appropri-
ate universality class) as a function of temperature and strain.
The solid red lines on the entropy surface and the T -εxx-plane
mark the phase transition (Tc = 100− 520εxx − 28300ε
2
xx, see
Ref. 6). The dashed red lines show paths parallel to the tran-
sition lines (see discussion in AppendixC). The green and
blue line on the entropy surface highlight the entropy at con-
stant strains εxx = 0, and εxx = 0.005. The black arrows on
the entropy surface sketch AC strain (the strain amplitude
within the actual experiment is on the order of 1E-4) probing
dS/dεxx; the grey arrows in the T -εxx-plane highlight elas-
tocaloric temperature oscillations in the vicinity of the phase
transition. Panel (b) shows the partial derivative of the green
and blue lines of panel (a) with respect to temperature. This
quantity corresponds to the heat capacity at constant volume
divided by temperature. In case the sample temperature is
kept constant in the vicinity of the critical temperature, an
isothermal strain change causes a large entropy change (are
colored in green) due to the critical contribution shifting in
temperature. Panel (c) shows the derivative of S with re-
spect to strain εxx for the DC two offset strains εxx = 0 (solid
blue line), and εxx = 0.005 (dashed green line). For isentropic
strain changes, this quantity translates into elastocaloric tem-
perature changes dT/dεxx.
frequency range, but also that the absolute value of the
ECE is reduced by the heat capacity of the temperature
sensor as frequency increases. Finally, we discuss our
results applying this method to the iron-based supercon-
ductor Ba(Fe0.979Co0.021)2As2, and show that AC-ECE
is a powerful tool to extract thermodynamic signatures of
second order phase transition with a very high accuracy,
even at high temperatures.
II. EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUE
A. Experimental setup
Our measurements are performed using the commer-
cially available uniaxial stress apparatus CS100 from Ra-
zorbill instruments. The CS100 cell is designed to com-
pensate for the thermal expansion of the lead zirconate
titanate (PZT) stacks14. Furthermore, due to matching
of the thermal expansion of Ba(Fe1−xCox)2As2 (Ref. 15)
and the sample mounting plates (titanium)6, the exter-
nally applied strain on the sample is almost perfectly
independent of temperature for a fixed voltage applied
to the PZT stacks. Uniaxial stress is applied along a bar
shaped sample of Ba(Fe0.975Co0.025)2As2 (with dimen-
sion 2200µm x 550µm x 35µm) by affixing it in between
two mounting plates that are pushed together/pulled
apart using voltage controlled PZT stacks (see Fig. 2).
All single crystals studied here were grown using a FeAs
self flux technique described elsewhere16. For the uniax-
ial stress experiment the crystallographic [100] direction
is aligned along the direction of the stress σxx. While
the inner PZT stack is used to apply constant DC off-
set stress, the outer stacks (red stacks in Fig. 2(b)) are
used in parallel to apply oscillating stress optionally on
top of additional DC offset stress. The outer stacks are
controlled by the oscillator output voltage of a Stanford
Research SR860 Lock-In amplifier (whose input is used
for detecting the elastocaloric temperature oscillation)
amplified by a factor of 25 by a circuit using a Tegam
2350 precision power amplifier. The inner stack is con-
trolled by a DC voltage supplied by an auxiliary output of
the SR860 amplified by a factor of 25 using a piezosystem
jena SVR 350-1 bipolar voltage amplifier. The CS100 cell
is equipped with a capacitive displacement sensor, mea-
suring the distance change between the mounting plates.
The externally applied nominal strain in the sample along
the stress axis (εdispxx ) is then determined by scaling the
measured length change by the zero volt length of the
sample between the mounting plates. The strain trans-
fer ratio εxx/ε
disp
xx can be estimated using finite element
simulations and has been reported6 to be 0.7±0.07 for a
setup (similar sample and mounting technique) compa-
rable to the one investigated here.
The capacitive sensor is sampled using an Andeen-
Hagerling AH2550A capacitance bridge. The sampling
rate of this bridge is not fast enough to allow for the
direct measurement of the AC strain amplitude. To es-
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FIG. 2. (a) Sketch showing the cross sectional side view of
a sample mounted on a CS100 Razorbill cell. The sample is
attached to the top and bottom mounting plates using Dev-
con 2-ton epoxy. Details on the mounting technique are re-
ported elsewhere6. For the elastocaloric effect measurements
discussed here, the sample is contacted using a type-E ther-
mocouple. The thermocouple is thermally referenced to the
titanium cell by using well heat sunk contact pads attached
to the cell body. (b) Schematic diagram showing the top
view of our experiment before mounting the top mounting
plates. The outer red PZT stacks are used to apply AC and
DC stress, the inner blue stack is used to apply further DC
offset stress. The cell body temperature is measured using a
Cernox 1050 temperature sensor. (c) Photograph of a sample
mounted on a CS100 cell for an elastocaloric effect measure-
ment. The crystallographic [100] axis is oriented along the
uniaxial stress direction σxx.
timate this quantity, we first measure the displacement
per volt of the outer stacks in DC mode throughout the
temperature window of interest (see Appendix A, Fig. 9).
The stroke length of PZT stacks generally also depends
on the frequency. It has, however, been shown17 for sim-
ilar PZT stacks that the frequency dependence of the
stroke length is small below about 3 kHz. Instead of ap-
plication of DC offset stress, the inner PZT stack can also
be used to measure a proxy for the dynamic stress ap-
plied by the outer PZT stacks18. We use this technique
to determine the change of the stroke length of the outer
stacks as a function of frequency and correct our data
accordingly (for details see Appendix A1). The oscillat-
ing strain amplitude is then estimated from the driving
AC voltage and the measured displacement per volt. The
maximum strain frequency tested here is about 950Hz.
Fixed frequency temperature sweeps are performed using
strains driven by an 10V peak-to-peak AC voltage at a
frequency of 21Hz.
The elastocaloric temperature oscillation is measured
using a type-E thermocouple19, consisting of Chromel
and Constantan thermocouple wire with a diameter of
12.5µm. The thermocouple is attached to the sample us-
ing a thin layer of AngstromBond AB9110LV. The ther-
mocouple is referenced to the cell body temperature by
soldering its ends onto thermally heat sunk pads on the
cell body (see Figure 2(b)). The thermocouple voltage
is first amplified using a Stanford Research SR554 trans-
former preamplifier in passive mode followed by Stanford
Research SR560 set to a gain of 200. The input filter is
configured as a second order high-pass filter with charac-
teristic frequency of 0.3Hz. The transfer function of the
preamplifier chain is measured by exciting a small volt-
age of known amplitude and varying frequency across
the thermocouple and measuring the preamplified volt-
age amplitude and phase. As the transfer function of
the transformer preamplifier depends on the thermocou-
ple resistance, this measurement is repeated at several
temperatures across the temperature window of interest.
All elastocaloric effect data presented below is corrected
for this effect. The preamplified signal is detected using
a Stanford Research SR860 Lock-In amplifier. For fixed
frequency temperature sweeps, the SR860 time constant
is set to 3s (unless stated otherwise) such that for the
applied filter settings (24dB advanced) and taking into
account a sweep rate of 0.5K/min, the data is effectively
correlated across roughly 150mK. The average sample
temperature is measured using a Cernox CX-1050 tem-
perature sensor from Lakeshore mounted on the Ti body
of the CS100 cell. The temperature sensor is sampled
using a Lakeshore 340 temperature controller.
B. Thermodynamic conditions of the experiment
The elastocaloric coefficient discussed above (Eqns. 2
and 3) has been derived under adiabatic conditions (dS =
0) and starting from the Gibbs free energy, which is de-
termined by its state variables - the stress components
(note that for this discussion, we neglect the small AC
strain/stress perturbations and consider only the DC off-
set values) as well as temperature. As such, the partial
derivative of entropy with respect to temperature is taken
at constant stress which is reflected by the heat capac-
ity at constant stress in Eqns. 2 and 3. For the samples
investigated below, due to the thermal expansion match-
ing of the sample material and titanium (cell material),
the strain as a function of temperature is, for zero ex-
ternally applied strain, approximately fixed to the value
of the freestanding material. If the relevant elastic mod-
uli are temperature independent, this implies that the
stress applied to the sample using the PZT stacks is held
constant under changing temperatures. If, however, the
elastic moduli are strongly temperature dependent, the
externally applied stress is no longer independent of tem-
perature (even for a sample with its thermal expansion
perfectly matched to the expansion of titanium). Instead,
in this case only the externally applied strain along the
stress direction (as well as all other contributions of exter-
nally applied strains to the strain tensor) are kept con-
stant under changing temperatures. While these more
complicated conditions could in principle be treated, the
heat capacity under these conditions can does not dif-
fer appreciably from the heat capacity under constant
stress. Indeed the heat capacity at constant strain Cε
5differs from Cσ only by a small correction. A more de-
tailed discussion is given in Appendix C. For the specific
experiments discussed below, the relevant elastic moduli
[for uniaxial stress along the tetragonal [100] axis of Co
doped BaFe2As2 (cB1g, cA1g,1, and cA1g,2)] are roughly
temperature independent20.
C. Discretized thermal modelling
Discretized thermal modelling is well established for
AC calorimetry9–11 and provides good intuition and semi
quantitative understanding of thermal experiments. Fig-
ure 3(a) shows the full discretized thermal model for our
experiment described above. This full model is simplified
to the equivalent model shown in Figure 3(b). A ther-
mometer of heat capacity Cθ is connected to the strained
parts of the sample (with a heat capacity CS) through
a path of thermal conductance Kθ. Due to the elas-
tocaloric effect, the temperature of the strained part of
the sample (between the mounting plates) generates elas-
tocaloric temperature oscillation which is described by
the time dependence of the sample temperature TS(t).
The temperature gradient towards the unstrained parts
of the sample (with heat capacity Ci, which also includes
contributions from the mounting glue) yields heat flow
through a path of conductance Ki. The unstrained parts
of the sample are connected to the thermal bath at tem-
perature TB through the mounting glue. Thus, an addi-
tional heat path Ke is considered. The internal time con-
stant of thermalization τi = CS/Ki sets the characteristic
time scale for thermalization of the strained and the un-
strained parts of the sample. The external time constant
τe = Ci/Ke describes the thermalization to the bath. Fi-
nally, the thermometer time constant τθ = Cθ/Kθ sets
the time scale of thermalization of the thermometer to
the sample. Neglecting the unstrained parts of the sam-
ple results in the even simpler thermal model shown in
Fig. 3(c). As shown below, quantitatively, the two sim-
plified models differ only by a very small amount for pa-
rameters appropriate for the experiment discussed below.
We thus start by discussing the simplest model, for which
the heat flow equations read:
T˙S = E0ε˙xx − (TS − TB)
Ki
CS
− (TS − Tθ)
Kθ
CS
,
T˙θ = −(Tθ − TS)
Kθ
Cθ
.
(5)
The elastocaloric effect is introduced by considering
TS(t) = TS0+E0εxx(t), with E0 = dT/dεxx, and εxx(t) =
εxx,0 sin(ωt). In the absence of the elastocaloric effect, all
temperatures exponentially tend towards TB. Focusing
on the particular solution of the second order differential
equation for Tθ we find:
sample
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FIG. 3. (a) Discretized thermal model of the elastocaloric
effect experiment considered here. The strained parts of the
sample between the mounting plates experience an AC tem-
perature oscillation that leads to heat flow through the ther-
mal resistances R1 to and from the unstrained parts of the
sample. These parts are further connected to the thermal
bath at temperature TB vie thermal resistances R2. The
thermometer has finite heat capacity and is connected to the
sample vie the thermal resistance Rθ . (b) Reduced equivalent
sketch of the model shown in (a). (c) Simplified model ab-
sorbing the unstrained parts of the sample into the thermal
bath.
Tθ(t) = TB +
E0 · εxx,0√
a2 + b2
sin(ωt+ φ),
φ = arctan
(a
b
)
, with
a =
1
ωτi
− ωτθ, and
b = 1 +
Cθ
CS
+
τθ
τi
.
(6)
The solution for the more complicated model is found in
a similar way and discussed in AppendixB.
Figure 4 shows the thermal transfer function (mea-
sured amplitude E = E0/
√
(a2 + b2) normalized by the
nominally expected amplitude of the elastocaloric tem-
perature oscillation E0 (top panel), and phase φ of Tθ(t)
(bottom panel) for a set of parameters, estimated for our
experiment. As mentioned above, we find that the un-
strained parts of the sample affect the thermal behavior
of the experiment only very slightly (compare black and
dashed red lines in Fig. 4). In order for elastocaloric effect
measurements to result in absolute units, the experiment
6is ideally set up in a way such that the thermal transfer
function shows a wide plateau in E/E0 at a value of 1.
In such a scenario the phase of the elastocaloric temper-
ature oscillation levels off around zero degrees (or 180
degrees dependent on the sign of the ECE) in the fre-
quency region around the amplitude plateaus. Examin-
ing the solution for the elastocaloric temperature oscilla-
tion (Eq.6) it can be seen that the width of the plateau is
determined by the two time constants, that of the ther-
mometer and the internal thermalization of the sample
τθ and τi, respectively. Ideally τi > 100 · τθ for a reason-
ably wide plateau. The maximum value of E/E0 is given
by 1/b = (1 + Cθ/CS + τθ/τi)
−1. Thus, in addition to a
small ratio τθ/τi, a small ratio of heat capacities Cθ/CS
is required so the maximum of E/E0 is roughly 1.
One important point neglected within this thermal
model is the frequency dependence of Cθ/CS result-
ing from the fact that the characteristic thermal length
within the sample (and thus the volume of the sample
thermalizing with the thermometer) is frequency depen-
dent. As long as the characteristic thermal length (pro-
portional to
√
2Dω−1, where D abbreviates the thermal
diffusivity) is larger than the width and the thickness of
the sample, 1D heat flow is considered leading to a cor-
rection of the form Cθ
Ci
∝ ω0.5. In case the characteristic
thermal length is shorter than the width of the sample,
the resulting 2D heat flow problem causes a correction of
the form Cθ
Ci
∝ ω. As the strain frequencies studied here
do not allow for accessing characteristic thermal length
on the order of the sample thickness, the 3D case is not
considered. As shown in Fig. 4, the 1D case (dash-dotted
green line) causes the amplitude part of the transfer func-
tion to become asymmetric (when plotted versus loga-
rithmic frequency), but changes the phase only slightly.
The 2D case (dotted blue line in Fig. 4) results in a largely
suppressed plateau in E/E0 and a phase that shows only
weak frequency dependence at high frequencies. For a
thermal diffusivity of 7.4 × 10−6m2s−1 appropriate for
the materials21 studied here at a temperature of 100K,
the heat capacity ratio should be expected to become
frequency dependent above frequencies of order 10Hz.
Furthermore a crossover from 1D to 2D at frequencies of
order 50-100Hz is expected.
In case E/E0 does not show a plateau due to a large
τθ/τi or a frequency dependence of Cθ/CS, the temper-
ature dependence of the elastocaloric effect can still be
measured correctly. In this case, however, the temper-
ature dependence of the thermal transfer function has
to be determined carefully so that the measured elas-
tocaloric temperature oscillation can be corrected for this
effect. In practice, the most effective strategy to achieve
acceptable absolute accuracy is to minimize the heat ca-
pacity of the thermometer. This reduces Cθ/CS and at
the same time decreases τθ. Here, we use the tip of a
thermocouple made out of 12.5µm thermocouple wires as
our thermometer. For perfect thermal behavior, a thin-
film thermocouple could be deposited onto an electrically
insulated sample surface.
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FIG. 4. Thermal transfer function for the fully discretized
model (Fig. 3(b)) (black lines), as well as the simplified model
neglecting the unstraind parts of the sample (Fig. 3(c)) (red
dashed line). The top panel shows the measured amplitude
of the elastocaloric temperature oscillation rescaled by the
intrinsically expected value E0. The lower panel shows the
phase of the elastocaloric temperature oscillation. Consid-
ering heat capacities of Ci = 2.4 × 10
−5 J/K, CS = 1.7 ×
10−5 J/K, and Cθ = 4.7×10
−5 J/K, as well as time constants
of thermalization of τi = 30ms, τe = 4ms, and τθ = 0.5ms,
both models yield only slightly different results. The ratio
Cθ
Ci
is expected to be frequency dependent. The dash-dotted
green, as well as the dotted blue line show the transfer func-
tion, altered, considering a correction according to 1D and 2D
heat flow, respectively.
D. Experimental error sources
The elastocaloric temperature oscillations of the sam-
ple are measured using a single ended thermocouple, ref-
erenced on the Razorbill CS100 cell body (see Fig. 2).
The cell body thus has to be checked for temperature os-
cillations unrelated to the elastocaloric effect of the sam-
ple. Such oscillations could in principle result from the
elastocaloric effect of the PZT stacks. Note that electri-
cal losses within the PZT stacks would lead to tempera-
ture oscillations at double the drive frequency and thus
can not affect our measurement (this is a further advan-
tage of the AC-ECE technique). The contact pads of the
measurement thermocouple are checked for spurious AC
temperature oscillations using a second (control) ther-
mocouple referenced at a large Cu block used for thermal
anchoring the electrical leads of the CS100 cell. As shown
in Appendix A (Fig. 10), no spurious temperature oscil-
lations are resolved against the noise background at the
strain frequency used for temperature sweeps. With AC
temperature oscillations originating from elastocaloric ef-
fect within the PZT stacks excluded, the cell body is also
checked for DC heating from power dissipation within
the stacks. This effect would pose an error source for
7the average sample temperature measurement made us-
ing the Cernox-1050 temperature sensor attached to the
cell body. To check for DC heating, we measure (i) the
DC voltage across the control thermocouple which mea-
sures the temperature difference of the contact pads with
respect to a heat sink on the probe, and (ii) the Cernox-
1050 sensor installed on the cell body. To differentiate a
real heating effect from slow temperature drifts, we tog-
gle the AC voltage excitation to the outer PZT stacks in
30 s intervals. As is shown in Fig. 11 neither the thermo-
couple nor the Cernox sensor show any sign of DC heat-
ing resulting from losses within the PZT stacks. As DC
heating is expected to increase with frequency, this effect
was checked at a frequency much larger (512Hz) than
the frequency used within temperature sweeps (21Hz).
III. DEMONSTRATION OF AN ELASTOCALORIC
EFFECT MEASUREMENT ON AN UNDERDOPED IRON
PNICTIDE
Below we present our experiments on the iron based su-
perconductor Ba(Fe0.979Co0.021)2As2. This material un-
dergoes two subsequent phase transitions16 upon cool-
ing. First, the material experiences an electronically
driven coupled nematic/structural phase transition at
TS =105.3K, that is characterized by an electronic ne-
matic order parameter with B2g symmetry and an as-
sociated structural distortion (shear strain εB2g ≡ εxy)
that lowers the crystal symmetry from tetragonal to or-
thorombic. This transition is followed by an antiferro-
magnetic transition at TN =100.5K into a state char-
acterized by stripe magnetic order. We study these
two second order phase transitions by measuring the
elastocaloric effect induced by an oscillating stress σxx
oriented along the tetragonal [100] axis, which causes
strains εxx, εyy, and εzz. It is most insightful to rep-
resent the strain field in the sample in terms of the ir-
reducible representations of the crystallographic point
group. For our experiment, we expect the strain com-
ponents εA1g,1 = 1/2 · (εxx + εyy), εA1g,2 = εzz, and
εB1g = 1/2 · (εxx − εyy) (see Ref. 6). As these strains
do not induce a finite nematic order parameter6, both
the nematic as well as the antiferromagnetic phase tran-
sitions are expected to persist even in the presence of
finite stress along [100]. Since B1g strain breaks the C4
rotational symmetry of the tetragonal lattice, its effect
on TS is quadratic to leading order
6. Therefore, around
zero DC offset stress, the elastocaloric effect due to εB1g
is small and occurs at double the strain frequency (2ω).
The symmetry preserving strain components εA1g,1 and
εA1g,2 on the other hand yield an ECE at ω which we
observe in the experiments discussed below.
Figure 5 shows the measured thermal transfer func-
tion of the ECE experiment on Ba(Fe0.979Co0.021)2As2
for temperatures around the nematic and antiferromag-
netic transition. Qualitatively, the transfer functions can
be well understood using intuition from the discretized
thermal model discussed above. At low frequencies, the
characteristic thermal length is larger than half the dis-
tance between the mounting plates, allowing heat flow in
and out of the sample. Increasing the frequency improves
the adiabatic condition until a plateau in the transfer
function is reached. The measured phase decreases from
270◦ to reach 180◦ (the sample exhibits EC cooling upon
tensile strains since dTS/dεxx < 0) within the plateau re-
gion. The absolute magnitude of the plateau is given by
b−1 (see Eq.6, a ≈ 1 in the plateau region) and is thus de-
termined by the heat capacity ratio of thermometer and
sample and the ratio of time constants of thermalization
τθ/τi . Since the heat capacity ratio increases with fre-
quency (Cθ/CS ∝ ω0.5 at intermediate frequencies) the
measured elastocaloric amplitude decreases even in the
region of the plateau (τ−1θ > f > τ
−1
i ). This effect is
weakest for the data taken at 101K, as this temperature
is close to the antiferromagnetic transition temperature
of the material where the sample heat capacity is en-
hanced by about 15%. Further increasing the frequency
to values f > τ−1θ keeps the sample in a quasi adiabatic
regime, but the EC temperature oscillation is progres-
sively decoupled from the thermometer at these higher
frequencies.
A quantitative analysis is difficult, since the exact func-
tional form of Cθ/CS(ω) is unknown. In practice, de-
creasing the thermometer heat capacity e.g. by using
a thinfilm thermocouple would restore a perfect plateau
and thus enable the exact measurement of the absolute
ECE. Here, we are mainly interested in the temperature
dependence of the ECE which carries the most essential
information on the phase transitions under investigation.
In the following paragraph, we discuss errors altering
the measured temperature dependence of the ECE. The
two main error sources are given by potential tempera-
ture dependencies of Cθ/CS or τθ/τi. We first turn to
the heat capacity ratio Cθ/CS. Considering a diffusivity
of 7.8 × 10−6m2s−1, at 21Hz (frequency used for tem-
perature sweeps shown in Figs. 6, 7), approximately 70%
of the sample between the mounting plates thermalize
with the thermocouple. The thermometer heat capacity
is estimated by the wire contribution (200µm length for
each wire) as well as a contribution from the mounting
glue layer (200 × 100 × 10µm3). Considering appropri-
ate material’s properties at 110K (Cglue=1.2 Jcm−3K−1,
Cwire=2.2 Jcm−3K−1, Csample=1.2 Jcm−3K−1), we esti-
mate Cθ/CS(21Hz) = 0.0155. A change of the sample’s
heat capacity within the temperature window of interest
of up to 15% (see Fig. 7) thus has only a very small effect
(< 1%) on b. A second effect introducing extrinsic tem-
perature dependence into the measured ECE is a chang-
ing ratio of time constants of thermalization τθ/τi. To es-
timate this ratio, we fit the transfer function (amplitude
and phase simultaneously) at 93K using Eq. 6. The cross
over from a constant (characteristic thermal length larger
than half the distance between the mounting plates) to a
frequency dependent heat capacity ratio Cr(f) = Cθ/CS
is modeled according to Cr(f) = Cr0 ·fΘ(f−10)·0.5, where
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FIG. 5. (top) Normalized amplitude of the elastocaloric
temperature oscillation measured at different temperatures
throughout the temperature window of interest versus strain
frequency f . (Bottom) The phase of the measured elas-
tocaloric temperature oscillation. The black lines correspond
to a fit to the data at 93K. Low and high frequency data
is well described by the fit, allowing to extract estimates for
τθ = 5 · 10
−4 s and τi = 2.1 · 10
−2 s.
Θ(f−10) is a Heaviside function and Cr0 = 3.4 ·10−3 (so
that Cr = 0.0155 at 21Hz). The two parameter fit (black
lines in Fig. 5) results τθ = 5 · 10−4 s and τi = 2.1 · 10−2 s.
For a frequency of 21Hz (used for the fixed frequency
temperature sweeps), we thus estimate b = 1.039. Errors
in the measured temperature dependence of the ECE due
to changing thermal behavior are thus estimated to be
small (< 5% even if both, Cθ/CS and τθ/τi were chang-
ing by 100% within the temperature window of interest).
The top panel in Fig. 6 shows fixed frequency temper-
ature sweeps taken at different DC offset strains εdispxx .
As discussed above, the ECE closely resembles the fea-
tures observed in heat capacity and thus allows for ex-
tracting the critical temperatures of the phase transitions
under offset strain. We determine the transition temper-
atures TS and TN from cooling and warming data and
report the average values in the bottom panel of Fig.6.
Despite the experiment being performed under high vac-
uum, a relatively small thermal lag of the sample with
respect to the CS100 cell body of about 0.1K is observed.
From the linear fits shown as red lines in the bottom
panel of Fig. 6, we determine the strain dependence of
the transition temperatures as dTS/dε
disp
xx = −400K and
dTN/dε
disp
xx = −500K, respectively.
Using the averaged strain dependence of the crit-
ical temperatures dTS,N/dε
disp
xx = 0.5 · (dTS/dεdispxx +
dTN/dε
disp
xx ) =-450K, the elastocaloric temperature os-
cillation can be, as captured by Eqn. 3, compared to
C
(c)
p /Cp. This is shown in Fig. 7. The critical part of the
heat capacity of Ba(Fe0.979Co0.021)2As2 is determined
by subtracting the measured heat capacity of an over-
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FIG. 6. (top) Peak to peak amplitude of the EC tempera-
ture oscillation measured during fixed frequency temperature
sweeps versus temperature. The data shown was taken dur-
ing warming runs at a sweep rate of 1K/min. The Stanford
Research SR860 Lock In Input filter was configured to ad-
vanced mode and using a time constant of 1 s. The bottom
panel shows the average transition temperatures determined
from cooling and warming data versus nominal strain εdispxx .
The red lines are linear fits to the data.
doped sample with composition Ba(Fe0.89Co0.11)2As2
that does not undergo a structural or magnetic tran-
sition, but is expected to have a very similar non-
critical contribution to the heat capacity. The Cp mea-
surements on both materials have been performed us-
ing the standard relaxation time calorimetry option of
the PPMS from Quantum Design. To test for ar-
tificial smearing of the heat capacity features, both
1 and 2% of the sample temperature were used as
the set temperature rise for the Ba(Fe0.979Co0.021)2As2
crystal. Both data sets show a very similar T -
dependence. Due to the relatively large uncertainty in
the sample mass, before subtraction the measured Cp of
Ba(Fe0.89Co0.11)2As2 is re-scaled to match the heat ca-
pacity of Ba(Fe0.979Co0.021)2As2 at high temperatures.
The blue data in Fig. 7 shows the normalized critical
contribution C
(c)
p /Cp of Ba(Fe0.979Co0.021)2As2. The
red symbols show the measured elastocaloric coefficient
dT/dεdispxx normalized by the average strain dependence
dTS,N/dε
disp
xx . This data represents the full elastocaloric
effect which includes, besides the critical contributions,
also a weakly temperature dependent non-critical back-
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FIG. 7. Normalized critical part of the heat capacity (blue
dots) around the structural and antiferromagnetic phase tran-
sition versus relative temperature T − TN. The red symbols
show the measured elastocaloric coefficient dT/dεdispxx normal-
ized by the average strain dependence of TS and TN. The
ECE data shown here was detected during a warming run
at 0.5K/min. The input filter of the detecting SR860 was
configured to advanced mode and using a time constant of
3 s.
ground from lattice or electronic degrees of freedom. As
mentioned above, in contrast to the heat capacity, for
the elastocaloric effect, the contributions from the criti-
cal degrees of freedom dominate the signal. As is obvious
from comparing the data in Fig. 7, measuring signatures
of continuous phase transitions can be done with superior
signal to noise ratio using ECE measurements. Besides
the missing background subtraction for the elastocaloric
effect data, the two data sets in Fig. 7 also differ by a
factor of 1.3. This is likely explained by systematic un-
certainty introduced by the background subtraction in
Cp, a suppressed plateau in the thermal transfer func-
tion of the ECE experiment (b = 1.039), and partly due
to the application of the averaged strain dependence of
the two phase transitions dTS,N/dε
disp
xx . As mentioned
above, in case absolute accuracy is needed, experimen-
tally the best strategy is to reduce the thermometer heat
capacity by about one order of magnitude as compared
to the heat capacity of the thermocouple used here. Im-
portantly though, using the setup studied here, the tem-
perature dependence of the ECE is measured with high
accuracy. The signal-to-noise ratio is clearly superior to
that of the calorimetry data also presented in the same
figure.
IV. CONCLUSION
The AC-ECE technique discussed in this paper enables
the study of the elastocaloric effect of materials with high
precision. In contrast to standard EC measurement tech-
niques, AC-ECE measurements can be performed under
quasi-adiabatic conditions over extended periods of time.
Due to the employed phase sensitive lock-in technique,
the signal to noise ratio is orders of magnitude larger than
that achievable by regular DC measurement techniques.
For materials undergoing continuous phase transitions,
we have shown that the elastocaloric effect responding
to strains that preserve symmetries broken at the tran-
sition, resembles the features observed in heat capacity.
These features are measured against a small background
even at high temperatures. This improves the ability of
the technique discussed here to resolve such features even
when measured at high temperatures. The technique fur-
ther allows for tracking the evolution of the heat capac-
ity features under offset strain. Since the elastocaloric
temperature oscillation is an intrinsic response of mate-
rials to strain, the frequency range of EC measurements
is only limited by the time constant of thermalization
of the thermometer. Minimizing the thermometer heat
capacity, this in principle allows to extend the plateau
in the thermal transfer function to high frequencies, fa-
cilitating the measurement of the elastocaloric effect in
absolute units across wide temperature windows.
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Appendix A: Further Experimental Details
1. Frequency dependence of the stroke length of PZT
stacks
The change in the stroke length of the outer PZT stacks
can be measured by repurposing the inner PZT stack to
serve as dynamic force sensor. The stress induced volt-
age across a piezoelectric material is directly related to
the strain in the material. Due to internal charge leak-
age, PZT stacks can, however, not be used as static force
sensors. Dynamic AC force measurements are however
possible. Here, frequencies larger than 10Hz are investi-
gated. To convert the inner stack into a force sensor, a
simple circuit as shown in Fig. 8(a) is used. A 810 kΩ re-
sistor is connected in parallel to the inner stack. This re-
sistor prevents a potentially problematic voltage buildup
on the PZT stack and at the same time sets the cut off
10
frequency fc of the high pass filter it forms, together
with the capacitance of the stack CPZT ≈ 0.5µF, to a
relatively small number of about 0.4Hz. After correc-
tion for the high-pass transfer function, the amplitude
and phase of the measured voltage across the resistor is
a measure for the force applied to the inner PZT stack.
The high pass transfer function is measured by exciting a
small AC voltage to one side of the PZT stack as shown
in Fig 8(b). Since the Young’s modulus of the sample is
not expected to show any frequency dependence at these
low frequencies, a change in the force applied to the inner
PZT stack corresponds to a change in the stroke length of
the outer PZT stacks. As shown in Fig. 8(c), we observe
a change of less than 10% throughout the frequency win-
dow investigated. The thermal transfer functions of our
experiment are corrected for this effect accordingly.
CPZTR1 CPZTR1
~
V
J
(a) (b)
(c)
V
/V
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FIG. 8. (a) Schematic showing basic working principle of the
inner stack as force sensor. A 810 kΩ resistor is connected in
parallel to the inner stack sketched as the capacitance. (b)
Schematic showing how the transfer function of the high-pass
filter has been measured. (c) AC Voltage detected across
the resistor rescaled by the value measured at the lowest fre-
quency measured. The phase was found to be almost temper-
ature and frequency independent and close to zero.
2. Estimating the AC strain amplitude
The AC strain amplitude can not be measured by di-
rectly sampling the capacitive displacement sensor using
our AH2550 capacitance bridge. It can, however, be esti-
mated by first determining the displacement per volt by
applying DC voltages to the outer PZT stacks and mea-
suring the corresponding DC displacement. Multiplying
this figure by the PZT drive voltage amplitude results
the AC strain amplitude. Fig 9 shows the displacement
per volt for the outer PZT stacks throughout the tem-
perature window of interest.
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FIG. 9. Displacement per volt applied to the outer PZT stacks
of the CS100 cell used for the elastocaloric effect measure-
ments as a function of temperature. The red line is polyno-
mial fit to the measured data.
3. Spurious temperature oscillations on the CS100 cell
body
As the CS100 cell body serves as thermal reference
for the measurement thermocouple, it has to be care-
fully checked for spurious temperature oscillations at the
measurement frequency. This is done using a second con-
trol thermocouple referenced at a large heat sink on the
probe. The signal of the control thermocouple is pream-
plified a Stanford Research SR554 transformer pream-
plifier in passive mode followed by Stanford Research
SR560 set to a gain of 200. The input filter is config-
ured as a second order high-pass filter with character-
istic frequency of 0.3Hz. No spurious signal is resolved
against the noise background which is two orders of mag-
nitude smaller than the elastocaloric signal detected on
the sample (see Fig. 10).
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FIG. 10. Elastocaloric temperature oscillation of the sample
(red symbols) and the temperature oscillations of the contact
pads of the measurment thermocouple detected using a second
control thermocouple (blue symbols) versus temperature.
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4. Effect of power dissipation within the PZT stacks
Selfheating of PZT stacks from power dissipation has
been reported17 to be on the order of serveral Kelvin for
freestanding PZT stacks at frequencies of several kHz.
The highest frequencies studied here are below 1 kHz (all
fixed frequency temperature sweeps are performed us-
ing a strain frequency of 21Hz) and moreover, the PZT
stacks are connected to a titanium cell of comparatively
large heat capacity. A large DC heating effect is thus
not expected. Figure 11 shows the cell temperature mea-
sured using the installed Cernox sensor (red symbols),
as well as using the control thermocouple (blue dots) in
DC mode. In each case, the average offset has been sub-
tracted from the data. The DC voltage of the control
thermocouple is detected without preamplification using
a Keithley 2000 Multimeter. The measurement has been
carried out using an AC voltage excitation on the outer
PZT stacks of 10Vpp at 512Hz. The measurement was
carried out at the lower limit of the temperature win-
dow of interest at 76K (where the heat capacity of the
cell body is smallest). In order to distinguish a DC self-
heating effect from temperature drifts, the voltage exci-
tation to the PZT stacks is toggled in 30 s intervals. No
self heating related temperature change is observed upon
toggling the PZT drive voltage at these frequencies.
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FIG. 11. Temperature change of the CS100 cell body versus
time. The red symbols show the cell temperature measured
using the Cernox sensor, the blue data show the tempera-
ture change of the contact pads of the measurement ther-
mocouple measured using the control thermocouple in DC
mode. In both cases, the average offset has been subtracted
from the data. The voltage excitation (10Vpp, 512Hz) to the
outer PZT stacks of the CS100 cell is toggled in 30 s intervals
(sketched by the grey line).
Appendix B: Thermal transfer functions
The differential equations for the more complete model
shown in Fig. 3(b) read:
T˙S = ωE cos(ωt)− (TS − Ti)
Ki
CS
− (TS − Tθ)
Kθ
CS
,
T˙i = − (Ti − TS)
Ki
Ci
− (Ti − TB)
KB
Ci
,
T˙θ = − (Tθ − TS)
Kθ
Cθ
.
(B1)
The elastocaloric effect is again introduced by considering
TS(t) = TS0+E0εxx(t), with E0 = dT/dεxx, and εxx(t) =
εxx,0 sin(ωt). In the absence of the elastocaloric effect, all
temperatures exponentially tend to TB. We thus focus
on the particular solution of the third order differential
equation for Tθ and find:
Tθ(t) = TB +
E0εxx,0
√(
CS
Ci
+ τi
τe
)2
+ τ2i ω
2
√
a2 + b2
sin(ωt+ φ),
φ = arctan

b
(
Ki
Ci
+ 1
τe
)
+ aω
a
(
Ki
Ci
+ 1
τe
)
+ bω

 , where
a = 1 +
CS
Ci
+
Cθ
Ci
+
τi
τe
+
τθ
τi
+
Ke
Ki
Cθ
Ci
− τθτiω2,
b =
1
τeω
− ω
(
τi + τθ + τθτi
Kθ
CS
+ τθτi
Ki
Ci
+
τθτi
τe
)
.
(B2)
Appendix C: Thermodynamic considerations
Here we derive the relation between the elastocaloric
effect and the critical contributions of the heat capac-
ity under uniaxial stress through entropy considerations.
We partly follow the derivation discussing the case for
hydrostatic pressure reported earlier by Souza et al.22.
We discuss the derivations starting from the Gibbs free
energy, where the stress components σij and T are chosen
as the state variables. Finally, we compare the solutions
derived from Gibbs and Helmholtz free energy.
Let Tc(σkl) be phase transition lines in the (σkl, T )
planes. In case Tc(σkl) is invertible to σ
c
kl(T ), S(T, σ
c
kl)
is also a transition line. When moving in parallel to
the transition lines in the (σkl, T ) planes, the corre-
sponding entropy also moves in parallel to the transi-
tion line S(T, σckl) [see Figure 1(b) for the closely re-
lated dependence of S on temperature and strain εxx;
σxx = (cxxxx − ν · cxxyy − ν′ · cxxzz)εxx]. The change of
entropy is related to the changes dT , dσckl via the total
derivative:
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dS(tl)
dT
=
(
∂S
∂σkl
)
Tc+δ
dσckl
dT
+
(
∂S
∂T
)
σij
=
=αij
dσckl
dT
+
Cσ
T
.
(C1)
The superscript in S(tl) highlights that entropy changes
corresponding to movements along the phase transition
line (with constant distance to the boundary) are consid-
ered. This equation holds for small δ above and below
Tc.
Using
dσckl
dT
=
(
dTc
dσkl
)
−1
and rearranging Eqn.C1, we
have:
T
[
Cσ
T
− dS
(tl)
dT
]
=− Tαij
(
dTc
dσkl
)
−1
=
=− Tαijcijkl
dǫkl
dTc
.
(C2)
Considering uniaxial stress along [100] (all σkl = 0 ex-
cept for σxx) and using relations between the strain com-
ponents εkl (ε2 = −νε1, ε3 = −ν′ε1, ε4, ε5, ε6 = 0) in
Voigt notation (1=xx, 2=yy, 3=zz, 4=yz, 5=xz, 6=xy),
we can re-write the EC effect (Eq. 2) as:
dT = −T α1
Cσ
c1jdεj =
T
[
Cσ
T
− dS(tl)
dT
]
Cσ
dTc
dεi
dεi, (C3)
with i=1, 2, or 3.
As dS(tl)/dT describes entropy changes in parallel to
the phase transition line, it is dominated by non critical
degrees of freedom. Thus, T · (dS(tl)/dT ) approximates
the non critical background of the heat capacity. This
is more rigorously shown below. Let the entropy consist
of contributions from critical and non critical degrees of
freedom S(T, σ1) = S
(c) + S(nc). Generally changes of
the entropy can then be written as:
dS =
∂S(nc)
∂T
dT +
∂S(nc)
∂σ1
dσ1+
+
∂S(c)
∂T
dT +
∂S(c)
∂σ1
dσ1.
(C4)
Assuming the entropy of the non critical degrees of
freedom is stress independent, we find for changes along
the phase boundary:
dS(tl) =
∂S(nc)
∂T
dT +
∂S(c)
∂T
dT +
∂S(c)
∂σc1
dσc1. (C5)
As σc1(T ) is invertible to Tc(σ1), we can rewrite the
entropy change dSc(T, Tc) along the phase boundary as:
dS(tl) =
∂S(nc)
∂T
dT +
∂S(c)
∂T
dT +
∂S(c)
∂Tc
dTc. (C6)
Moving along the phase boundary dTc = dT , thus:
dS(tl)
dT
=
∂S(nc)
∂T
=
C
(nc)
σ
T
for
∂S(c)
∂T
+
∂S(c)
∂Tc
= 0.
(C7)
Functions of form S(c)(T−Tc) satisfy the partial differ-
ential equation above. Under these conditions we finally
have:
dT = −T α1
Cσ
c1jdεj =
T
[
Cσ
T
− C
(nc)
σ
T
]
Cσ
dTc
dεi
dεi =
=
C
(c)
σ
Cσ
dTc
dεi
dεi.
(C8)
Starting from Helmholtz free energy, using the strain
components εij and temperature T as state variables, a
similar derivation then the one presented above yields:
dT =
C
(c)
ǫ
Cǫ
dTc
dεi
dεi. (C9)
The main difference is thus found in the thermody-
namic conditions keeping in one case stress and in the
other case strain fixed. The difference in the heat capac-
ities is given by23:
Cǫ − Cσ = −TαijαklcTijkl. (C10)
For solids, the thermal expansion coefficients are typi-
cally on the order of 10−5K−1. The elastic moduli are
on the order of 1011Pa. At 100K, the above difference is
thus roughly 103−104 J m−3K−1 while the heat capacity
is on the order of 106 J m−3K−1. Thus, the heat capac-
ity of perfectly clamped and a freestanding crystal differs
only by a small amount at most cryogenic temperatures.
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